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Box 1

Scrapbooks:

V.1: 1936-38 including correspondence
V.2: 1939-1942
V.3: 1943-46
V.4: 1946-47
V.5: 1948-51
V.6: 1951

Box 2

Notes, speeches and letters- circa 1950-68, and his seal as a Notary Public

• Mr. Savage was Crown Attorney of Middlesex Country
• Author of Savage on Motor Vehicles and notes on criminal procedure (Law Library)
• Gift of Mrs. Savage, March 1971

B4480-B4485 (These are in three ring binders)

B4480:

Use of photographs in identification
Justices of the Peace Manual
Criminal Procedure
Corroboration in Criminal Cases
Motor Vehicles Case Book
Statements and Confessions in Criminal Cases
Police Training Seminar, 1961

**B4481:**
Motor Vehicle Manual
Criminal Procedure
Notes on [Cases?] in Law
Cases in Criminal Law
Conspiracy Cases
Scrapbooks
Assorted brochures, letters, addresses
"Criminal Law Quarterly"

**B4482:** Notebooks and Scrapbooks

**B4483:** Notebook